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mala deserves betterbeffer

dr ted mala well known advocate for improvingimp roving US soviet
cooperation in the north and the universouniversuniversityiity ofalaska anchorage
are involved in a dispute that appears to have gotten out offhandofhandof hand

we urge those involved in this dispute to take a little time to
cool off then get back to the bargaining table and hammer out
a system for working together getting rid of mala is not the
answer

ostensibly the dispute is over the organization of the institute
for circumpolar health studies created by the legislature in 1988

and funded with 250000 in state money
mala program administrator for the institute says the disagree-

ment is really over academic freedom what programs should the
institute undertake should it cooperate closely with the alaska
department ofhealth and social services the indian health ser-
vice and the soviets will mala be allowed to focus on issues
such as how to make alaskasalanskas health aides more effective or must
he target only more traditional approaches to researchresearch

1 the university appears to be taking a stand that mala is dif-
ficult to work with and is not taking direction from UAA officials

we believe this is a dispute over the control of the institute and
the money it brings to UAA

we urge both sides to take a look at what the legislature in-
tended when it created the institute

clearly the legislature intended the institute to be a part of the
university of alaska but just as clearly there would be no such
thingthin 9 as the institute if it wewerere not for ted mala

although dealings with our soviet neighbors are becoming com-
monplacemon place these days we must remind people that when mala first
started pushing for greater cooperation his ideas sounded far-
fetched to say the least alaska soviet relations looked very very
different even three years ago

the institute has an important mission to shed light on ways
northern nations can cooperate in solving specific everyday health
problems faced by people who live in the north were talking
about search and rescue nontraditional health care delivery rural
health services and alcohol abuse

whether UAA has a medical school really is not part of this
debate whether UAA has the wherewithal to take a leadership
position in this arena is what needs to be asked

we urge UAA to consider the importance of the institute and
recognize malas pivotal role in making it work we urge UAA
to get behind the institute so that alaska truly can take a position
of leadership
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